It is easily seen that E is a Bohr set if and only if for every finite sum/(0= ^2c(n)fT it (4) £ | <?(*») | ^ sup |/(01 .
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Let G be a compact Abelian group and E a subset of its dual group T. An E-polynomial is a trigonometric polynomial, F t such that p(y) =o for y&E where
P(y) = f F(x)y(-x) dx, y ET.
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Here dx is normalized Haar measure on G. E is called a Sidon set if there is a finite constant 5 such that In this note we give a characterization of Bohr sets in terms of Sidon sets in Z w and certain measures on T". It is then possible to obtain a sufficient arithmetic condition for Bohr sets. then Yn(<K0)=^~*' so that F(<t>(t))=f(t). Now since {log £,} is linearly independent over the integers, </>(-oo, oo) is dense in ZX Thus In fact F contains no infinite subset for which there is a measure satisfying (8). For suppose E= {n 3 
